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Shipped Product and Version

Open-Xchange AppSuite backend 7.8.2-rev19
Open-Xchange AppSuite frontend 7.8.2-rev18
Open-Xchange Driverestricted 7.8.2-rev5
Find more information about product versions and releases at http://oxpedia.org/wiki/index.
php?title=AppSuite:Versioning_and_Numbering
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Bugs ﬁxed since previous Public Release

This section provides a summary of bug ﬁxes and changes that have been applied subsequently to
shipping Patch Release #3763.
48494 Adding new widgets buttons does not work correctly
Save and cancel button didn´t work as expected for new portal tiles.
Now both buttons working as expected.
49083 E-Mail-Folder Action ’delete all messages’ ignores OVERQUOTA
Move command not used in case msg count greater than block size.
This has been ﬁxed by using move command in case msg count > block size.
50040 Content pane not refreshed
After deleting a folder in a external storage account the view wasn´t updated.
With this ﬁx the view is updated after deleting a folder.
50043 Possible to add version info to external storage ﬁles
Was caused by missing capability check for version comments.
This has been ﬁxed by adding capability check for version comments.
50078 NullPointerException when changing user password
Invalidation of admin credential cache failed because the entry is missing.
Fixed Null Pointer Exception during cache invalidation in case master credentials are used to solve
this issue.
50135 Help not context sensitive in settings
The app did not contain any information about contextual help.
This has been solved by showing context sensitive help in settings. External apps can also register
their help pages on the extension point ’io.ox/settings/help/mapping’ in the function list.
50220 Favorite Folders can not be deleted anymore / are not displayed anymore after delete
via other IMAP client or root-Folder rename
Another valid error code if a folder is not available was not considered.
This has been ﬁxed by adding this error code handling.
50232 Renaming a folder which is present in Favorites removes it from Favorites
The folder ID changes, therefore the folder was lost on page reload.
This has been ﬁxed by listining to ID changes and update and store favorites.
50244 Task title truncated / does not use all available space
Media queries were not ﬂexible enough.
This has been solved by using ﬂex layout to use available space better (private and due time appear
in this row too if set).
50412

Edit incorrect email address in to or cc generates duplicate entries and phantom
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entries
Collection and tokenﬁeld state gets messed up cause models ‘token’ attribute get updated within
the ‘tokenﬁeld:createtoken’ handler.
This has been ﬁxed by redrawing Tokens only when the display name has changed.
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3.1

Changes relevant for Operators
Changes of Packaging

Change #3822 Added the possibility to provide custom mail login names for the onboarding
feature
A new interface CustomLoginSource was added. In case you want to provide a custom login name
you only have to implement this service, register it as an osgi service and set the properties:
com.openexchange.client.onboarding.mail.imap.login.customsource
com.openexchange.client.onboarding.mail.smtp.login.customsource
to ’true’.
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Tests

Open-Xchange has successfully veriﬁed all bug ﬁxes that could be reproduced within a lab environment.
To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test on both,
a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server set-up for system and integration testing.
All changes have been checked for potential side-effects and effect on behaviour. Unless explicitly
stated within this document, we do not expect any side-effects.
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Fixed Bugs

48494, 49083, 50040, 50043, 50078, 50135, 50220, 50232, 50244, 50412,
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